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None of the problems uncovered by the 2000 American election have been solved; most have

gotten worse. This title argues that the next close presidential election has the potential to cause

serious damage. The book provides a definitive expert overview of an increasingly urgent threat to

the American democratic system.
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Rick Hasen is America's most prolific and best informed observer of developments in election law.

In The Voting Wars, he describes in captivating detail the shambles that is the American system of

election administration. Among other topics, he covers the travesty of Bush v. Gore and the 2000

Florida recount, the cynical efforts of the "Fraudulent Fraud Squad" to lower turnout among poor

and minority voters, the left's conspiracy theories about rigged voting machines, and the alarmingly

high likelihood of another electoral meltdown. Readers will be educated and entertained by the

book--and also shocked by the partisanship and incompetence that infect American election

administration to its core.Can anything be done about this sorry state of affairs? Absolutely. As

Hasen points out, the U.S. could easily adopt a centralized nonpartisan system that would ensure

that elections are administered professionally and consistently throughout the country. Almost all

Western democracies have such systems and have avoided anything like the U.S.'s problems over

the past decade.But will anything be done to improve the status quo? Hasen's pessimistic (but

probably correct) answer is no. Neither party is eager to relinquish control over electoral matters to



apolitical technocrats. Indeed, one party sees ballot access as a wedge issue that can energize its

supporters and prevent its opponents from going to the polls in the first place. The state and local

officials who currently run America's elections are also fiercely opposed to giving up their

authority.We are left, then, in a terrible limbo--aware of our system's glaring flaws but entirely unable

to fix them. Unfortunately, it will likely take another catastrophe on par with Florida in 2000 before

our present impasse is broken.

Robert Kennedy, Jr. in June 2006 wrote an excellent article describing the grand theft of the 2004

Presidential election. His conclusions in this regard were based, first, upon the expert advice he

received from Lou Harris, the pollster for his dad and uncle in their political campaigns. Lou Harris

actually looked at the facts in the Ohio 2004 Presidential election. On that advice, so did Bobby

Kennedy. Kennedy examined the dramatic exit poll discrepancies, the dramatic anomalies in which,

according to Ken Blackwell's certified results, both Democrats and proponents of gay marriage in

large numbers (more than the reported margin of Bush's victory) voted for George W. Bush rather

than John Kerry.Kennedy's well researched and documented conclusion that the 2004 Presidential

election was stolen preceded the discovery that the Republican computer serving apparatus in

Chattanooga, TN, SmarTech, was interconnected with the Ohio Secretary of State's entire election

operation in the 2004 election. It also preceded the discovery of the illegal destruction of some 1.5

million ballots from the 2004 Ohio election.Rick Hasen dismisses Bobby Kennedy's work on the

basis of a superficial criticism from an unqualified critic. Thus, Hasen's "Voting Wars" misses Karl

Rove's real war on democracy through corrupt funding, voter suppression and large scale vote

count rigging. According to Hasen, Karl Rove's grand thefts of elections are outside the margin of

reasonable litigation and are the stuff of wild conspiracy theorists.The book contains good material

on the fraudulent attack upon Democratic voter fraud, which is why I did not give it a one-star rating.

"The Voting Wars" by Richard L. Hasen is a must read for those of us who place ourselves in the

category of political junkies. The American voting system in the world's leading democracy is much

more complicated that we assume, and far more intricate than portrayed on MSNBC of Fox News.

Professor Hasen reviews how both Democrats and Republicans attempt to manipulate the system

while hiding behind their respective ideologies, and how the states, and at times even the courts,

are swayed by politics while adjucating decisions on contested elections. Hasen visits some of the

more recent close elections and the behind the scenes issues in deciding them. His ananlysis of

election the law is presented in a manner that the layman can understand. Can Flordia 2000



happen again? If you are the least bit concerned, then you need to read this book.

I agree with the summary of maskirovka. I strongly disagree with the reviews of: mark smith, cliff

arnebeck, and heyletsevolve. The last three reviewers take the position of the radical left which the

author-Hasen refuted and/or dismissed for being over the top and an untrue analysis of the voting

problems he outlined in his book. However, I do NOT support most of the author's proposed

solutions to the problems he outlined in his book as I believe they would make most problems only

worse. For example, on page 197 of his book Prof. Hasen suggests we need non partisan

professional election administration officials at all 3 levels of government, but does not really say

how to achieve that result. It would be difficult to find "non-partisan" people to serve on election

boards. Furthermore, on page 199, he proposes the federal government register all voters, pay the

cost and verify them. Again , I prefer to keep that function with the state and local government

entities and out of the federal government hands. Centralized control could compromise liberty. But,

we might want to add independent and/or libertarian party members to democrat and republican

members of election boards in order to keep the democrats and the republicans from colluding with

one another to deny votes to those 3rd pary challengers! In any case, I thought Prof. Hasen's book

well worth reading for all americans concerned with understanding various voting problems in the

U.S., especially in light of the disputed elections of 2000, and the close election of 2004.terry

jennrich
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